SIR HENRY ROYCE
THE ROLLS-ROYCE MOTTO
“QUIDVIS RECTE FACTUM QVAMVIS HUMILE PRÆCLARUM”
“Whatever is rightly done, however humble, is noble.”

This announcement from Rolls-Royce was made in a catalogue
for the Phantom II. Note the statement that Gill carved the
inscription in an afternoon, though as Tom Clarke has noted Gill
completed it over several days. [Rolls-Royce Limited]

Tom Clarke, wrote in the magazine of the Rolls-Royce Owners’ Club of Australia,
which takes its name, ‘PRÆCLARVM’ from this motto, in September 1972,
“Royce and Eric Gill (d.1940), the sculptor and typographer, met at West
Wittering in Sussex where Gill’s father was Vicar and Royce had his home,
Elmstead, and design office, Camacha. They became friendly and met often. At
one of their meetings, a luncheon at Elmstead, Gill asked Royce what he
thought was the basic reason for his success. Royce replied “I have always
believed that whatever I do, however humble the job is, if I do it as well as I can,
it is noble.” Gill was well pleased with this thought and had the words freely
translated into Latin. Royce agreed to Gill’s suggestion of an inscription and
between May 28th - 31st 1924 Gill inscribed the motto in two lies on the overmantle in the dining room at Elmstead.... Gill (sent an) invoice from his studio at
Ditchling Common, Sussex, to Royce for £5.0.0. dated 3 rd June, 1924.... A brief
description of the origins of the motto was used by Rolls-Royce Ltd. in the 1930s
for Sales Brochures, first appearing in the 40/50 H.P. Phantom II brochures May,
1933 and September, 1934. This description states Gill carved the inscription
the same afternoon, though in fact Gill returned for several days to complete it.”
Some accounts suggest that Royce, once made a remark to a neighbour, Vicar
Gill, after repairing his lawnmower. The remark was to the effect that no task,
however small, was meaningless. Gill Sr. repeated this remark to his son Eric
who paraphrased it and carved a Latin inscription into Royce’s mantel piece.

Eric Gill was one of the
most respected artists of the
20th century when he died
in 1940. However, his
diaries published in 1989
revealed a reprehensible
private life.
[Eric Gill, 1927. Photo by
Howard Coster]

Tom Clarke returned to the motto in his ‘Ernest Claremont’ booklet published in
1995. Royce’s long time companion and nurse, Ethel T. ‘Auby’ Aubin (18851967) married George H. R. Tildesley in 1935. Tildesley was one of only two
mourners at Royce’s funeral. They separated in 1937 though remained friends
administering Royce’s bequest into research on colds. Ethel Aubin had the
carving removed when she left Royce’s former house in 1935. It is thought it
was either taken to her new Welsh home (where in spite of considerable efforts
it has not been traced) or put into storage after 1937. Ethel Aubin lived for a
period back in West Wittering with friends, then Surrey and Norfolk. She died in
1967 and left a substantial sum of money to relatives.

Nurse Aubin with Sir Henry with 21EX, the first left-hand drive Phantom II,
pictured in France. [Alec Harvey-Bailey, Hives, The Quiet Tiger, Sir Henry
Royce Memorial Foundation, Historical Series No. 7, 1985.
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